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Design Archives 

"Unique Clothes and Gifts"

Located in downtown Greensboro, Design Archives sells gifts and clothing

produced by over 70 local vendors. The buyers here place an emphasis

and finding goods that are handmade and one-of-a-kind, meaning that

you are unlikely to find what you purchase here anywhere else. Many of

the goods are also vintage and have been repurposed for uses, meaning

that your shopping trip here is also friendly to the environment.

 +1 336 272 1800  www.shopdesignarchives.

com/

 info@shopdesignarchives.c

om

 342 South Elm Street, Suite

No. 100, Greensboro NC

Just Be 

"Great Antiques & Wonderful Crafts!"

Just Be is a shop where you can find great quality in any number of

jewelry, antiques, crafts, or other various pieces of art in a relaxing

atmosphere. More specifically, Just Be is one of those stores whose

purpose is to help you find the perfect gift, even for those people who are

seemingly impossible to shop for. Their folksy products seek connect with

your artistic and spiritual side, making them a one-of-a-kind purchase.

 +1 336 274 2212  onlyjustbe.com/  info@onlyjustbe.com  352 South Elm Street,

Greensboro NC
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Simply Meg's 

"Fashion With A Personal Touch"

Simply Meg's was founded in 2007 by Meg Wilkins Strader. Today, it is

still a family-run business that strives to provide fashionable clothing and

accessories for their customers. Their love for fashion really shines

through when browsing through their women's clothing collection, which

has been assembled with the utmost care. If you are looking to improve

your wardrobe, you can do no better than visiting this friendly store.

 +1 336 272 2555  www.simplymegs.com/  meg@simplymegs.com  3334 West Friendly Avenue,

Green Valley, Greensboro NC
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